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Responsibilities and Capabilities of Owners and Operators
Webinar Series on the Role of Government and Key Organizations in Nuclear Power Programme Development

Date and time
Thursday, 29 October 2020

14:00–15:15 CET (Vienna, GMT +1:00)

Register here → (https://iaea.webex.com/iaea/onstage/g.php?

MTID=e1ae944727fc859eaa3ab6f67942bc16a)

Description
The third webinar in this series will address the responsibilities and capabilities of owners and

operators of nuclear power plants, as laid out in the IAEA Milestone Approach (/topics/infrastructure-

development/milestones-approach). This phased, comprehensive methodology helps countries create

an enabling environment for the implementation or expansion of a nuclear power programme and to

understand, and prepare for, the associated commitments and obligations.

The objectives of this webinar are to introduce the IAEA’s perspective on the overall responsibilities and

capabilities of owners and operators in countries initiating or implementing a nuclear power

programme and show how they evolve with time, throughout the phases of the Milestones Approach.

By attending this webinar, participants will:

Gain a general understanding of the responsibilities and capabilities of the owner/operator

organisations in the implementation of a new nuclear power project;

Learn about experiences by embarking countries in setting up a nuclear power project

management organization; and

Increase awareness of the complementarity of IAEA support in developing the infrastructure for a

nuclear power programme, and WANO support towards operational readiness of the future

operator organization.
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Mr Benoît Lepouzé, EDF, France

Ms Renata Kozakowska-Stankiewicz, PGE EJ 1, Poland

Mr Mohammad Shawkat Akbar, Nuclear Power Plant Company Bangladesh Ltd., Bangladesh

Mr Robert Fisher, Chairman, New Unit Assistance Working Group (facilitated by WANO)

Moderator
Ms Marta Kaczmarek, IAEA

Related resources
Information Sheet (https://www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/20/10/webinar_3_evt2005215_information_sheet.pdf)

Webinar Series on the Role of Government and Key Organizations in Nuclear Power Programme Development
(https://www.iaea.org/nid-webinars)



Initiating Nuclear Power Programmes: Responsibilities and Capabilities of Owners and Operators, IAEA NE Series
NG-T-3.1 (Rev. 1) (https://www.iaea.org/publications/13465/initiating-nuclear-power-programmes-
responsibilities-and-capabilities-of-owners-and-operators)



Infrastructure development (https://www.iaea.org/topics/infrastructure-development)
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